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Robot Sensors
An Fast-Paced Overview

By Steven D. Kaehler - SRS Secretary/Meeting Organizer
December 20, 2008 – Centralia Community College

One of the main purposes of this presentation is to share with you a sensors overview covering many of 
the various sensors that are out there, what they can do, and how to use them.  

I have a lot of material but please raise your hands and ask questions as we go.  

I don’t pretend to know all the answers, but I hope to stimulate some good questions and conversations 
on this cool topic.  

This presentation may last more than 45 minutes or so and if so, will be continued at another meeting.  

With that let’s get started.
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Steve Kaehler - Who Am I?
• EE at Boeing (BCA)
• Instrumentation Engineer
• Specialize in “measuring things”
• >>20 yrs experience
• Design, build & use sensors, signal 

conditioning, & data acquisition systems
• SRS Sec. & Meeting Organizer
• SRS event attender since 1997
• Hobby robot builder

Some questions I hope to answer are spelled out here.

What are sensors?

By the time I’m done, you’ll have a good idea of the breadth of sensors out there and some ideas about 
how they work or how to make them work, and how to use them.
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Robot Sensors - Outline

• What are sensors?

• Why do robots need them?

• Sensors layers on robots?

• What kinds of thing can be sensed?

• What sensors are out there?

• What can they do?

• How much do they cost?

• Briefly on signal conditioning…

Some questions I hope to answer are spelled out here.
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Robot Sensors - Objectives

• Show a lot of examples
• Try to explain how they work
• Reference Encoder articles
• Point to vendor websites
• Encourage research
• Encourage sensor experimentation
• Move very quickly!

What I plan to cover & discuss.
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What are Sensors?

• A device that converts one thing to another

• A device that produces an electrical 
response to some external stimulus

• Something that responds to the environment

• An electronic device that measures & 
quantifies something by converting it into a 
measureable electronic signal

• A transducer
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Why Do Robots Need Sensors?

• Provides “awareness” of surroundings
– What’s ahead, around, “out there”?

• Allows interaction with environment
– Robot lawn mower can “see” cut grass

• Protection & Self-Preservation
– Safety, Damage Prevention, Stairwell sensor

• Gives the robot capability to goal-seek
– Find colorful objects, seek goals, explore

• Makes robots “interesting”

Why do robot need sensors?” One of the best answers I can think of beyond the practical ones is that it 
makes a robot “interesting”, giving it kind of aliveness.  I’ll explain more what I mean by that later.
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Robot Sensor Layers

• Consider Robot’s Functional Purpose
– Security, extending human visibility, cheap staff
– Surveillance, remote monitoring, tele-presence
– Exploration (dangerous or far away places)
– Research & development
– Contests, amusement, fun, “Can I do it?”

Look at what the robot or system must do and implement the design based on this analysis.

Layer sensors to provide degrees of protection and awareness.
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Robot Sensor Layers

• Lines of Defense (of the robot)
– Distant object detection (e.g. distance)
– Area sensors (non-directional, object presence)
– Non-contact, close proximity (a few inches)
– Physical contact detection (collision detection)

Layer sensors to provide degrees of protection & awareness.  Overlap sensor fields.
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Sensors - What Can Be Sensed?

Just about anything….
But how???
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The Ideal Sensor…
• Responds from DC to light

• Detects all electrostatic & electromagnetic radiation

• Can measure anything with infinite resolution

• Is cheap, plentiful, easy to use, indestructible

• Can easily discriminate anything desired

• Produces data that’s easy to analyze

• Can measure anything with absolute accuracy

• Does it all…

Consider the ideal sensor, it would…
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The Ideal Sensor…

Unfortunately, DOESN’T EXIST…YET

The infamous “tricorder” of Star Trek fame.  This is a picture of the type used in the Star Trek Next Gen 
TV series.  This device could be adjusted or reprogrammed to sense anything specific while filtering out 
everything else.  Perhaps someday, creating such a device will be possible.  But not for a long time…
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Sensors - What Can Be Sensed?

• Light (visible & invisible) 
– Presence, color, intensity, content (mod), direction

• Sound (audible & inaudible)
– Presence, frequency, intensity, content (mod), direction

• Heat (invisible light)
– Temperature, wavelength, magnitude, direction

• Chemicals
– Presence, concentration, identity, etc.

• Object Proximity
– Presence/absence, distance, bearing, color, etc.

• Physical orientation/attitude/position
– Magnitude, pitch, roll, yaw, coordinates, etc.

So, “what can be sensed?” In fundamental terms, sensors convert some natural phenomenon into an 
electrical signal or something measurable with an electrical circuit.  

The electromagnetic spectrum covers light, heat, and radiated signals, molecular motion in the 
atmosphere covers sound, and physical properties such as chemical composition, orientation, or position 
cover the rest.  

There are sensors that measure identity, magnitude, concentration, content, frequency, orientation, and 
source direction.
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Sensors - What Can Be Sensed?

• Magnetic (B-Field) & Electric (E-Field) Fields
– Presence, magnitude (int.), orientation, content (mod)

• Resistance/Conductivity (indirectly via E or I)
– Presence, magnitude, variation, etc.

• Capacitance (indirectly via excitation/oscillation)
– Presence, magnitude, variation,etc.

• Inductance (indirectly via excitation/oscillation)
– Presence, magnitude, variation, etc.

• Other Things?

At a more fundamental level, through sensors, the things we can sense or measure produce detectable 
effects such as these.  Magnetic fields crossing conductors generate current flow.  

Electric fields contacting items insulated from one another produce potential differences.  We can use 
these effects to sense or measure what’s happening at or near a robot or sensor.
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Passive vs. Active Sensors

• Sensor are usually part of a “system”

• Passive – Sit (passively) & listen or watch

• Active – emit something; look for reflections

Sensors are sometimes simple, self-contained, self-generating devices.  

More often, especially in robot sensors, they are part of a “system” consisting of one or more sensors 
connected to some sort of electronics that produce signals or data in response to those sensors.  

These systems might be passive, simply boosting whatever the sensors “see”, or active by emitting 
something & then looking for reflections or responses from the surrounding environment.
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What Sensors Are Out There?

• Feelers (Whiskers, Bumpers) – Mechanical

• Resistive/Capacitive/Inductive – Active & Passive

• Photoelectric (Visible) – Active & Passive

• Infrared (light) – Active & Passive

• Ultrasonic (sound) – Active & Passive

• Sonic – Active & Passive

What’s out there to make these measurements.  In a word “LOTS”.  There are sensors you can build out 
of cannibalized parts, junk, or whatever.  

There are also many sensors that you can buy, ready to interface to a robot’s controller. 

Feelers are sensors that detect physical contact with something “out there” or something that comes near 
the robot.  

R/C/I sensors allow detection of things close or nearby.

Photoelectric sensors provide a sense of something nearby.  For example, the way they are used for 
equipment safety curtains and garage door stoppers.

Sonic & Ultrasonic allow detection of things further away.
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What Sensors Are Out There?
• Visual – Cameras & Arrays (Active & Passive)

• Color Sensors (Active & Passive)

• Magnetic (Active & Passive)

• Orientation (Pitch & Roll)

• Position (GPS; location, altitude)

• Compass (orientation, bearing)

• Voltage – Electric Field Sensors

• Current – Magnetic Field Sensors

• Chemical – Smoke Detectors, Gas Sensors 

Visual sensors might employ cameras actively (e.g. flooding the scene with detectable colors, IR) or 
passively by simply recording what’s there under normal lighting conditions.  

Magnetic sensors either produce a field from excitation current or simply detect externally generated 
fields.  

Orientation sensors use gravity as a reference for indicating an objects position relative to the ground.

Voltage and current can easily be measured & processed & are what most useful sensors provide as 
outputs.
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A Closer Look…
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Sensors – Feelers
• Whiskers

– Piano wire suspended through conductive “hoop”
– Deflection causes contact with “hoop”
– Springy wire that touches studs when deflected
– Reaches beyond robot a few inches
– Simple, cheap, binary output, easy to read

• Bumpers & Guards
– Impact/Collision sensor, senses pressure/contact
– Microswitches & wires or framework that moves
– Simple, cheap, binary output, easy to read

Feel free to add your comments, experiences, and ideas as we chug through these.  

These sensors must  come into physical contact with something to work.  

They are usually the robot’s last line of defense & should trigger an immediate response.
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Feelers - Whiskers

Pictures of feelers or whiskers on various robots.
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Feelers - Bumpers & Guards

From Kevin Ross’s “Getting Started Article” (SRS Website)

Pictures of bumpers on a Marvin Green robot kit sold a number of years ago.  

The bumper ring is suspended by rubber bands  against three Microswitches (two in front, one in the 
back).  

Contact with objects give the robot feedback on general position (front left, center, or right) or rear 
contact.
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Feelers - Bumpers & Guards

Specifications
•Phosphors bronze springs
•Feather touch operation 
•Operates on any voltage 
•Maximum current limit 330mA 
•8 pin Dual in line M&F BERG  

sockets included

From Nex-Robotics.com

Touch sensor is used to detect presence of obstacle in front of the robot. 

This sensor is very sensitive to pressure. It is made from high quality phosphors bronze springs. It gives 
digital output when it comes in contact with obstacle. 

These sensors are mounted on the PCB. It has sturdy 8 pin dual in line BERG connector for firm 
mounting.
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Sensors – IR
• Active (emitting)

– Oscillator generates IR reflections off objects
– Optical & electrical filtering of reflections
– Pulses may be encoded for better discrimination
– Typically frequencies around 40KHz
– Doesn’t work well with dark, flat-colored objects
– Light easily reflects away from sensor

• Passive (sensor only)
– Pyro-electric (heat sensor)
– Look for IR emissions from people & animals
– Used in security systems & motion detectors

If you want to sense something a short distance away, there are choices that emit some sort of signal that 
produces reflections that can seen through filtered sensors & signal conditioning.

Active sensors emit and look for reflections from objects nearby.

Passive sensors look for emissions from objects near the robot.
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7-Channel Light Sensor - Active

$15-20 from Nex-Robotics.com

•Supply: 5V, 140mA 
•Output: Analog out, 0.18V to 2.2V 
•Illumination: Red ultra bright LED 
•Sensor: Directional photo transistor with 5º viewing angle 
•Sensing distance: 9-20mm from  surface 
•Number of sensors: 7 
•Connector: 20 pin FRC male
•Distance between adjacent sensors: 18mm 
•Mounting: Ten 3mm mounting holes 
•20 pin FRC cable included

Line sensors are used for sensing white line on dark surface or black line on light surface. This line sensor 
board has seven line sensors connected together. 

These sensors working together can follow any curved or zig-zag path. Because of multiple sensors it can 
even detect nodes and move on the maze of white or black lines. Line sensor consists of high intensity 
red LED for illumination and directional photo transistor for line sensing. 

Phototransistor consists of a photo transistor and convex lense. Because of precise alignment between 
lense and photo transistor it has very narrow viewing angle of 5 degrees. This makes this line sensor 
highly immune to ambient light. 

This sensor gives 0.18 volts on bright surface and gives 2.2V or more on the dark surface. Its output is 
analog in nature. Because of analog output one can write complex algorithm to follow white line using 
microcontroller. This sensor has very proven track record in various robotics competitions. 
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Infrared - Active

$30 from Lynxmotion

July 99 Encoder

Picture of an active IR sensor system.  This sensor system emits identifiable signals at the edges of the 
circuit & looks for reflections.  

Depending on which emitters are detected gives the robot a general sensor of where an object is.  
Distance, however, is not known at this point. 
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Active IR Sensor Specs

• Sensor type = Reflective IR 
• IR detector = Panasonic PNA4602M
• IR LED type = Narrow focus 10º
• Demodulates 38KHz IR internally 
• I/O required = 3 digital lines: 2 outputs, 1 input 
• Range = Approximately 4“ to 26" 
• Input voltage = 5vdc regulated @ 8mA 

• PC board size = 2.3" x .75"

$30 from Lynxmotion

July 1999 Encoder

Specs for IR sensor system on previous slide.
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Linear Array IR Range Sensors

• Sharp GP2Dxx (one of many)
• ~4 to 30cm Range
• Fixed range w/discrete output
• Analog or digital output
• Non-linear output-to-distance
• Use 1/distance to linearize
• Discontined product

Was $20-30 from Acroname.com

Nov/Dec 2001 Encoder

Self-contained linear array IR range sensor.

DATASHEET: GP2D02 (digital output), GP2D05 (analog output)
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Linear Array IR Range 
Sensor -

Sharp GP2D02

Self-contained linear array IR range sensor.

Data is clocked out of unit by toggling the contol input low for at least 70mS, then clocking it at about 
10KHz while reading the output pin.  

Data is an eight bit value ranging from 0 to 255 that follows a non-linear curve for distance.  A lookup table 
or more sophisticated characterization equation might make the data simpler to process.
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Linear Array IR Range Sensors

• Sharp GP2Dxx (one of many)
• ~few to >500cm Ranges
• Fixed range w/discrete output
• Analog Output
• Non-linear output-to-distance
• Use 1/distance to linearize
• Easy to Use w/SRSWR

$20 from Acroname.com

Also Nex-Robotics.com

Self-contained linear array IR range sensor.

DATASHEET: GP2D12 (analog output)
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Laser Range Sensors

• USB & RS232 Interfaces

• 240º Field of View

• 0.36º Angular Resolution

• 10Hz Refresh Rate

• 20mm to 4m

• $2375 (cool but pricey)

from Acroname.com

Very cool but pricey laser range finder.
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Laser Range Sensors

• 240º Field of View

• 0.36º Angular Res.

• 10Hz Refresh Rate

• Range: 20mm to 4m

• From Acroname.com
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Laser Range Sensors

• RS232 & RS-422 interfaces
• Field of view: 180º
• Angular resolution: 0.25º-1º
• Distance res: 10mm
• Resonse time: 13-53mS
• Measurement to 80m
• Data rates: 9.6K-500Kbps
• Also cool but pricey

from Sick.com
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Laser Range Sensors

• See

– Oct 2001 Encoder

– Kenneth Maxon

A much less expensive laser range finder that uses a camera.  This is featured in an Encoder article by 
Kenneth Maxon.
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Laser Range Sensors
• See

– Oct 2001 Encoder

– Kenneth Maxon

Very cool but pricey laser range finder and a much less expensive one featured in an Encoder article by 
Kenneth Maxon.
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Passive IR – Pyro-Electric
$66 from Acroname.com

Dec 2000, Sept 2001 Encoder

The Model 442-3 IR-EYE is a Lithium Tantalate pyroelectric parallel opposed 
dual-element high-gain detector with complete integral analog signal processing. 

Pyro-electric sensors are designed primarily to “see fire”.
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Passive IR – Pyro-Electric
$20 from ElectronicKits.com

Also Nex-Robotics.com

Specifications:
•L: 3" W: 1-7/8" H: 1-1/2" 
•Power: 9 - 12 VDC @ 300 mA.
•Range: Up to 18 feet 
•Movement Sensitivity Adj. 
•Light sensitivity Adj. for Day/Night use. 
•Exit delay option. 
•Alarm on-time Adj. 
•LED indicator when motion is detected

Pyro-electric sensors are designed primarily to “see fire”.
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Sensors – Ultrasonic
• Active

– Emit pulses & listen for echos
– Times round trip sound travel (~1ft/mS)
– Reaches far fairly beyond robot (inches to 30-50’)
– Relatively simple, not cheap, analog output
– Directional; not everything reflects sound well

• Passive (listens only)
– Sensor listens for ultrasonic sounds

– Electronics may translate frequency or modulation

– Software may perform signal analysis (FFTs, etc.)

For greater distances at affordable prices, ultrasonic range sensors are a good choice.
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Ultrasonic - Active

$27

$134$49

acroname.com for more information about these & other products.

Search the web for “polaroid ultrasonic sensor” for hacking info on these circuits

Picture of components and sub-systems for ultrasonic ranging systems.
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Ultrasonic - Active

Intersil.com & Maxim-ic.com for more information about these chips.

Picture of components and sub-systems for ultrasonic ranging systems.
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Sensors – Ultrasonic (cont.)

• Passive - Beacons & Sensors
– Beacons listen: RF command to broadcast

• Send light & sound pulses 
• Robot looks & listens for each beacon
• Light pulse starts timer, sound pulse stops it

– Robot knows location of each beacon
– Compass on robot provides its orientation

• Robot computes distance, measures bearing
– Robot can then compute its location

(Speed of Light=1 ft/nS, Speed of Sound=1ft/mS)

A location beacon concept.
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Ultrasonic - Passive

Beacon1

Beacon2

Sound Pulse

Sound Pulse

Robot

Light PulseBEACON

RF Receiver

IR Emitter

Ultrasonic Emitter

Beacon3

Light Pulse

Sound Pulse

ROBOT

RF Transmitter

IR Receiver

Ultrasonic Receiver

Light Pulse

Diagram of beacon system.  It uses RF, IR, and ultrasonic systems.
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Time: 5.34mS
Dist: ~65”
Dir: 335º

Time: 6.27mS
Dist: ~75”
Dir: 40º

Beacon1 Beacon2

Start 
Timer

Start 
Timer
Stop 
Timer

Stop 
Timer

Robot

ON ON

1. Robot activates a beacon (RF)

2. Robot looks & listens for IR+US

3. Robot points toward beacon

4. Robot reads compass for bearing 

5. Beacon sends IR+US pulses

6. Robot STARTS timer at IR-P receipt

7. Robot STOPS timer at US-P receipt

8. Robot computes distance

9. Robot deactivates beacon

Controlled-Beacon Localization System

Light Velocity: ~1 ft/nS

Sound Velocity: ~1 ft/mS

Assume light transit time=0

Vsound in air~331.4+0.6TºC m/S

Sound Velocity: ~1 ft/mS

Assume light transit time=0
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Sensors – Sonic (Acoustic)
• Active

– Emit pulses & listen for echos
– Times round trip sound travel (~1ft/mS)
– Reaches far fairly beyond robot (30-50 ft)
– Relatively simple, not cheap, analog output
– Directional, not everything reflects sound
– Noisy!!!!

• Passive (sensor only)
– Sensor listens to ambient sounds
– Filters or scans selected frequencies
– ADC measures conditioned signal amplitude 
– CPU performs signal analysis on what it hears

How it works.
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Sonic (Acoustic) - Passive

TI (Burr-Brown) UAF42 Universal Active Filter

http://focus.ti.com/lit/an/sbfa002/sbfa002.pdf

Chips are available that can provide analog signal processing with programmable components.  Maxim 
makes “digital resistors” that can be CPU controlled and used to define the operational characteristics of a 
filter chip like the UAF42.
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Sensors – Resistance

• Passive (sensor only)
– Measures elec. resistance between objects
– Measure sensor that varies resistance 
– Use absolute values
– Use differential readings (from reference)
– Other ideas?

Measuring resistance directly usually requires some sort of electronic excitation.  It is commonly done with 
a DMM or VOM.  These devices excite probes with a low voltage and measure the current flow translating 
this into equivalent resistance via R=E/I.
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Sensors – Capacitive

• Passive
– Only detects “energized“ sources or objects

– Sensor needs amplification & filtering

• Active (emitting)
– Generate AC or DC voltage
– Apply to external environment
– Measure current to determine Resistance
– Short range applications

Measuring capacitance usually requires some sort of excitation unless you are looking at an environment 
where there is E-field activity from other sources.  These fields can be detected and sometimes measured 
or their relative strength interpreted to indicate some “interesting activity.  For a robot sensory system, it 
may be easier to measure something affected by capacitance than to measure it directly.
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Sensors - Capacitive

Here’s a chip and circuit (Freescale Semiconductor, MC34940) that uses active excitation to measure the 
effects of external capacitances and provides a signal easily measured by a microcontroller.  The device 
has seven excitation channels allowing the creation of arrays of capacitive sensors.
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Sensors -
Capacitive

Here’s a circuit I mentioned a couple month ago that uses active excitation to measure the effects of 
external capacitances and provides a signal easily measured by a microcontroller.
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Sensors -
Capacitive

Here’s a circuit I mentioned a couple month ago that uses active excitation to measure the effects of 
external capacitances and provides a signal easily measured by a microcontroller.
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Sensors –
Capacitive

Freescale.com

Here’s a circuit I mentioned a couple month ago that uses active excitation to measure the effects of 
external capacitances and provides a signal easily measured by a microcontroller.
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Sensors -
Capaciflector

http://www.edcheung.com/job/hrsdm/cap.htm

Here’s a circuit I mentioned a couple month ago that uses active excitation to measure the effects of 
external capacitances and provides a signal easily measured by a microcontroller.
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Sensors -Capaciflector

http://www.edcheung.com/job/hrsdm/cap.htm

The easiest way to measure this capacitance is by setting up an oscillator circuit whose frequency of 
oscillation is inversely proportional to the capacitance. The circuit we are using is called a relaxation 
oscillator circuit. 

The output from the relaxation oscillator is connected to an input pin on a Basic Stamp IITM 
microprocessor which counts oscillations for a specified period. This count will be proportional to the 
frequency of oscillation. This count is output from a serial communication line of the Basic Stamp II™.
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Sensors -Capaciflector

http://www.edcheung.com/job/hrsdm/cap.htm

HThe Capaciflector was developed at the Goddard Space Center by John Vranish and Lou Palombo. The 
sensor consists of three plates: the sensing plate, the reflecting shield, and the ground plate. 

The novel concept for this sensor is the use of the reflecting shield to force the electric field lines outward 
from the sensor plates. 

This reflecting shield is driven to always be at the same potential as the sensing plate. In this way the 
sensing plate can not directly "see" the ground plate. The capacitance value will be strongly affected by 
an object of different dielectric constant entering the electric field lines between the sensing plate and the 
ground plate  
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Sensors - Capacitive
•Emit an electric field below the sensor.
•Nulled to a known “void” wall area.
•Detects capacitance difference due to 

underlying material density.

These are typical capacitance-based sensors that detect the density variations inside walls to located 
studs, pipes, wires, etc.  

The effects of the material capacitance creates a detectable signal that is amplified and displayed on the 
units.
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Sensors - Inductive
• Passive

– Only detects energized 
(current flow) “sources”

– Sensor needs ampl. & filtering

– Sens. to B-field orientation

• Active (emitting)
– Metals affect sensor
– Current flows through inductor
– Magnetic field mostly ignores non-metals
– Inductance changes with metallic proximity
– Short range applications (~cm or mm)
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Sensors – Visual

• Active (emitting)
– Camera with field of view illumination
– Looks for particular reflections
– Filter removes non-significant light sources
– Linear array senses single axis of motion

• Passive (camera only)
– Scans field of interest
– Looks for objects, artifacts, features of interest
– Processes digital data to simplified interpretation

Cameras offer a whole new world of possibilities except that there is a lot of information in a visual field.  
Some products pre-process the video in the camera itself, providing view field coordinates of certain 
colored objects enabling a robot to track things in real time.  

One might also introduce an emitted element like a laser into the camera’s field of view and them calibrate 
for distance.
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Sensors – Visual

• CMUCam (seattlerobotics.com)

• Linear Optical Array
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Sensors – Visual

• Linear Optical Array
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Sensors – Visual

• Linear Optical Array
• 0.3” sensor width
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Sensors – Visual
• Linear Optical Array
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Sensors – Visual (intensity)

• Ambient Light Sensor
• Output α Light Intentsity
• OSRAM-OS.COM
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Sensors – Color
• Active (emitting)

– Selective field illumination (specific color(s)) 
– Sensor is calibrated for each color
– Sensor filter removes extraneous light sources
– Output can be analog (prop.) or digital (on/off)

• Passive (sensors only)
– Different sensors for different colors
– Color filter removes extraneous light sources
– Output can be analog (prop.) or digital (on/off)

Color detection is an interesting problem that could be solved using a camera though there are some cool, 
low-cost ideas floating around as well.
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Sensors – Color

http://robotroom.com/ColorSensor.html

•Activate one LED at a time
•Measure the photocell resp. to reflection
•Repeat for all LEDs
•Compare individual readings with table

This sensor emits read, green, and blue light in turn watching the photocell’s response to each color.  With 
calibration the system can detect a surprising range of colors though greens and blues that are close 
together confuse it.
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Sensors – Color

Ted Griebling’s “M&Mbot”

Ted Griebling built a really cool little M&M sorting robot that used a couple pager motors to chase around 
looking for M&Ms. Once it found one, motors at the front of the robot would spin in opposite directions to 
“suck” the M&M in & keep it there.  He then flashed red, green, & blue LEDs in turn, while reading the 
intensity levels reflected for each color.  

He compared this to calibration levels for each possible color. Once the robot knew what color the M&M 
was, it would turn in a particular direction & “spit” it back out.  After a while, color-sorted piles of M&Ms 
would appear.  What was so extraordinary about this robot was its incredibly small size for the level of 
functionality.  

This photo shows it before actual completion, but did successfully demonstrate it at an SRS meeting 
some time ago.
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Sensors – Magnetic

• Active (emitting)

– Metal detectors

– Follows metallic strips on or under the floor

– Magnetometer

– Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)

• Passive (sensors only)
– Compass
– Magnetic field sensor (→oscillating current)
– Coil

Magnetic sensors can operate actively and passively either detecting ambient magnetic fields or detecting 
the effects of nearby objects on an emitted field.
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Sensors – Magnetic

From HowStuffWorks.com & RadiologyInfo.org

This technology is used extensively in medicine to see inside the human body in amazing ways.  Very 
powerful magnetic fields are required to generate these image details. 
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Sensors – Orientation

• Rate Gyros
– Output proportional to angular rotational speed
– Integrate to get position
– Differentiate to get angular acceleration
– Use to control dynamic motion (e.g. balance)

• DC Accelerometer
– Minimum output when perpendicular to gravity
– Maximum output when parallel to gravity
– Output proportional to sine of vertical angle

Orientation is very important to balancing and flying robots.  Knowing how it is moving (pitch, roll, yaw, 
speed of motion, etc.) is essential for a flying robot.  A DC servo accelerometer can provide a sense of 
“down” or gravity and the robot’s angle of inclination relative to gravity.
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Sensors – Motion
Rate Gyro – Silicon Sensing Systems

Servo Accel – SensorLand.com
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Sensors – Position/Location
• Rotary Sensors & Encoders

– Relative & absolute position & motion

– Quadrature outputs for speed & direction

– Integrate/Differentiate for other parameters

– RVDTs (analog output proportional to angle)

http://webstore.melexis.com/mlxstore.asp?family=MLX90316

Position and location are also useful and necessary.  The previous sensors’ data can integrated to 
compute some of this kind of information.  

Sensors that tell you where you are also come in the form of sophisticated global systems such as GPS.  
By using several of these sensory systems together a robot can determine much about its position, 
location, orientation, and motion.
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Wheel Encoders

• Nubotics.com, $27
• Jun 98, Oct 2000 Encoder
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Sensors – Position/Location
• Global Positioning System

– Absolute position/location/elevation on earth

– Local differential error correction

– Integrate/Differentiate for other parameters

– Use compass for static orientation

Position and location are also useful and necessary.  The previous sensors’ data can integrated to 
compute some of this kind of information.  Sensors that tell you where you are also come in the form of 
sophisticated global systems such as GPS.  

By using several of these sensory systems together a robot can determine much about its position, 
location, orientation, and motion.

The GPS 18x units by Garmin are fully compatible NMEA GPS antennas that connect to your PC. The 
18x PC is a small puck style antenna, at 61mm in diameter and it is WAAS enabled. The serial version 
will connect to a DB9 or serial port on your PC and will power from the 12 volt lighter with just about 7' of 
cable. 

The USB version also has 7' of cable and will connect to a USB port on your PC obtaining power from the 
laptop, through the USB port. The GPS 18 will work with most NMEA 0183 GPS software.
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Sensors – Position/Location

• Parallax.com
• Garmin.com
• $80
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Sensors – Compass (Orientation)

• Track bearing & distance to determine position

• L: Parallax.com, $30
• R: DinsmoreSensors.com, $13-$37
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Sensors – Compass (Orientation)

• Track bearing to determine position
• R: DinsmoreSensors.com $13-$37
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Sensors – Compass (Orientation)

• Measure bearing to determine position
• From Robot-Electronics.co.uk
• From RoboticsConnection.com

•Voltage: 5V only Required 
•Current: 20 mA Typical 
•Resolution: 0.1 Degree 
•Accuracy: 3-4º approx. after cal.
•Output 1: Timing Pulse 1mS to 37mS 

in 0.1mS inc 
•Output 2: I2C Interface, 0-255 (0-3599)
•SCL speed up to 1MHz 
•Size: 1.26 x 1.38 in.
•32 x 35 mm

Devantech CMPS03 Digital Compass  $54.00  

This compass module has been specifically designed for use in robots as an aid to navigation. The 
compass uses two Philips KMZ51 magnetic field sensors, which are sensitive enough to detect the 
Earth's magnetic field. 

The two sensors are mounted at right angles to each other; the CMPS03 module uses this information to 
compute the direction of the horizontal component of the Earth's magnetic field to within 0.1 degree with 
an accuracy of 3-4 degrees. 

The CMPS03 outputs a unique number to represent the direction the robot is facing. Interfaces easily with 
the Mark III or your own robot design. Comes completely assembled - this is not a kit. 
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Sensors – Voltage
• Passive – Senses electric fields
• Fluke Electric Field Sensors
• Buy at many hardware stores

$23

$24

$25

Electric field sensors are cool because a robot could use them to locate a “feeding station” or to track a 
wire buried under the floor or ground.  These sensors are relatively new and inexpensive.  The small 
sensor in the middle can detect energized cords from nearly feet away!
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Sensors – Voltage
• Passive – Senses electric fields

$24

Electric field sensors are cool because a robot could use them to locate a “feeding station” or to track a 
wire buried under the floor or ground.  These sensors are relatively new and inexpensive.  The small 
sensor in the middle can detect energized cords from nearly feet away!
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Sensors – Current
• Series measurement with Hall Effect device
• Current loop (coil), then amplified
• Magnetoresistive (Wheatstone bridge)

Current sensors are useful in monitoring power consumption of a robot or figuring out if it has run into 
something that might stall the drive motors.  

There are products available that use a Wheatstone bridge to sense current and produce a proportional 
analog signal.
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Sensors – Current

Other sensors a set near or around a current-carrying conductor to measure the magnetic field produced 
by that current flow.
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Sensors – Current

Other sensors a set near or around a current-carrying conductor to measure the magnetic field produced 
by that current flow.
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Sensors – Chemical

• Passive (sensors only)
– Sensor must be energize & amplified

– Requires flow of chemical past sensor

– Carbonizes gas as it passes

• Active (optical emitter/photo sensor)
– Emits beam into path of chemical/particles

– Requires flow of chemical past sensor

Chemical sensors are generally passive though if one considers illuminating a chamber to detect airborne 
particulates, then they can also be considered active. 
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Sensors – Chemical
• Detect ammonia, CO, methane, combustible gasses
• Conductivity increases with gas concentration in the air
• Sensors that detect carbon atoms 
• Use a heater to “burn” gas
• Downside: Eventually “plugs up”
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Sensors – Chemical
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Sensors – Chemical
• VC provides potential for sensor element
• VH provides power for heater (if present)
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Sensors – Chemical
• Smoke Detectors - Cheap, readily available, $5
• Can use radioactive to ionize smoke particles in the air
• Can use optical reflection from smoke particles in the air  
• Oxygen concentration sensors - CO, H4S, CH4, pricey
• See HowStuffWorks.com
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Parallax Sensor Sampler - $144

• Memsic 2125 Accelerometer 
• Sensirion Temperature and Humidity Sensor 
• Flexiforce Demo Kit 
• PING))) Ultrasonic Sensor 
• PIR Sensor (“heat” sensor) 
• Hitachi HM55B Compass Module 
• Hitachi H48C Tri-Axis Accelerometer Module 
• Piezo Film Vibra-Tab Mass 
• TCS230-DB Color Sensor

• Parallax.com
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Parallax Sensor Sampler - $144
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Interfacing to Analog Sensors

• Wire to sensors & electronics
• Energize sensor electronics (locally or remotely)
• Find analog signal controlled by sensor
• Buffer & amplify analog signal
• Isolate, remove DC offsets, single-end signal
• Feed to controller analog input (if available)

• Atmel.com
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Instrumentation Amplifiers

• Gain=1+(2*R1)/Rgain

• Linear.com & Maxim-ic.com (free to $$)
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Instrumentation Amplifiers
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Robot Sensors - Summary

• What sensors are

• Why robots need them

• Implementing sensor layers

• What can be sensed

• What sensors are out there (some)

• How they work

• How much they cost

• How to interface to them

How did I do?
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Robot Sensors - Summary

• Showed a lot of examples
• Tried to explain how they work
• Referenced Encoder articles
• Pointed to vendor websites
• Encouraged research
• Encouraged sensor experimentation
• Made it to the end on time!
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Sensors… Conclusion

• There are lots of them
• Almost anything can be sensed
• Provide for human & robot protection
• Enable goal-seeking (finding things)
• Enable closed-loop interaction (approaching)
• Make robots interesting (fun)
• Make programming “challenging”
• Lots of data to process & interpret
• Are cool!
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Sensor Vendor/Info Links

http://www.acroname.com
http://www.dinsmoresensors.com
http://www.electronickits.com
http://www.fluke.com
http://www.howstuffworks.com
http:// www.lynxmotion.com
http://www.magnetometer.org
http://www.nex-robotics.com
http:// www.nubotics.com
http://www.raztec.co.nz
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Sensor Vendor/Info Links

http:// www.robotics.com
http://www.roboticsconnection.com
http://www.robotroom.com
http://www.sensorland.com
http://www.sensorsmag.com
http://www.seattlerobotics.org/encoder
http://www.seattlerobotics.org/encoder/index-old.html
http://www.solarbotics.com
http://www.synkera.com/
http://www.tedlarson.com
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Sensors

Q&A
Comments & Discussion
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What will it look like?

Ted Larson’s “Flexo” at Robothon 2004

Like industrial robots built for function, not looks.

Built to do specific things, not aesthetically pleasing but still cool. 

Industrial robot like those in manufacturing plants.

http://www.kukarobotics.com/

http://www.khi.co.jp/index_e.html
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What will it act like?

Ted Larson’s “Flexo” at Robothon 2004

Ted Larsons two-wheeled balancing Robo-Magellan robot.
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Demo Equipment
Fluke E-Field Detectors (big+small)
Stud finder
Light Chaser Robots
Sharp IR Distance Sensor 
Polaroid Camera (Ultrasonic Sensor)
Rate Gyro
IR Detector (TV Remote)
Motion detector
Smoke detector
Electronic compasses
Ask people to bring in their sensory stuff
Usual meeting equipment


